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I'm Ceded:

Sexual, Social and Gender Role Rebellion in the Poems
of Emily Dickinson
Maggie Glover '05

"I'm ceded—I've stopped being their s "
—Emily Dickinson

In order to properly discuss the ways in which
Dickinson challenged her society, it is necessary to examine
her social location in terms of class, race, education and time
In this quote, taken from Dickinson's well-known period. Dickinson spent the majority of her life comfortably
poem, the narrator rebels against a group, a majority or an in Amherst, MA in an upper-middle class family. The small
institution that has become oppressive. But against whom, town, home to Amherst College, was fairly small and most
we might ask, is she rebelling? The question of Emily residents centered their lives in agriculture. She was fairly
Dickinson's intentions and motivation for her work has pro- well educated for a woman at the time, attending several
duced a voluminous amount of debate and discussion, par- academic institutions such as Amherst Academy and Mount
ticularly in terms of political and feminist perspectives. Some Holyoke. Religious revivals emphasizing a return to God
critics, such as Mary E. Galvin, suggest that Dickinson was and stricter moral codes swept the town, but Dickinson failed
a lesbian and that "by placing her on the continuum of les- to participate. Her parents were involved in the community;
bian existence, we can begin to appreciate her resourceful- her father served on Amherst's General School Committee,
ness in resisting the compulsory subservience of women was treasurer of Amherst College and even ran for Congress
under heterosexism"( 12). Others believe that Dickinson was as the Whig part candidate in 1855. She was close with her
so removed from the world around her, and had such little family and even had a few close friends, such as her brother
knowledge of politics, society and war, that she could not be Austin's wife, Sue (Kirk 9-27). The isolation and reclusivenes
considered a revolutionary or even a good poet—just an "ec- she is famous for was, for the most part, self-imposed.
centric woman isolated from the concerns of her day" (Dickie
Because of her race and financial and social posi186-187). I believe that Dickinson was somewhere in be- tion, Dickinson did not have to participate in hard labor to
tween: a talented poet whose heightened sensitivity to injus- survive or encounter the harsh realities of the real world firsttice was paired with a bravery to challenge the faults of soci- hand. Instead, she was able to live at home and was propety. However, her relative isolation from certain social prob- erly cared for all of her life, even during her illnesses and
lems, such as slavery and the war, shaped her work, perhaps death. However, she was a woman; during her time, even in
causing it to be more subtle and less desperate than one who so-called "liberal" Massachusetts, women did not enjoy the
was affected on a daily basis by society's injustice. Although same freedoms as men. For women of Emily's class, the
Dickinson felt the pressures of this injustice, she was able to imbalances were particularly daunting in terms of what a
observe it somewhat from a distance. Thus, her poetry is woman could consider her own, particularly after she was
not obviously political. Dickinson, did, however, question married. Therefore, although Dickinson may have been
her society, its expectations and resulting consequences.
somewhat removed from certain political and social probIn my paper, I will specifically focus on Dickinson's lems, such as slavery, she did respond to those social injusdiscussion of female sexuality and femininity in terms of tices to which she was exposed.
pleasure and its use as commerce in the "marriage market"
What, specifically, were the policies regarding
of her time period. I will also focus on how she desired her women in 19th century New England at the time of
audience to question the concept of "gender" and its worth Dickinson's writing? According to Caroline H. Dall, who
in determining one's identity. I believe she intended to rebel gave a speech concerning women's rights at a meeting in
against the institutions that strove to victimize not just women West Newton, MA in 1855, a husband was not "liable for
but all of the neglected and those who did not fit into spe- any action against [his wife]"and he possessed "sole ownercific categories of sexuality or gender. I will also discuss the ship of a wife's personal, and use of her real estate." In addiways in which Dickinson's tendency to use diminutive lan- tion, adultery was considered a "criminal breach of the marguage when discussing her body actually worked to under- riage covenant". However, perhaps the most insulting of the
mine society's gender constructs, as well as how she dis- laws was one stating that, after marriage, a wife lost her "lecussed the interaction of genders by utilizing the personifi- gal existence," and was unable to make her own decisions
cation of objects in her poetry as well as her purposeful fail- regarding residence or property (Dall). This was true in most
ure to identify the narrator of many of her poems with a states in New England; all state legislatures had laws stating
particular gender.
that when a woman was married, she

was no longer a separate being from her husband.
This is an issue that Dickinson seems to deal with
directly, the concept of physical identity and how a woman
was forced to exchange it for marriage. Her poetry subtly
undermines the idea that a woman's sexuality and body is
not truly her own—even single women only have their identities, it seems "on loan" until they are married. Although
never married, Dickinson's social position suggests that she
witnessed the effects of such practices and laws happening
all around her. Her poems are revolutionary in that they
address certain issues that were forbidden at the time, but
that she approaches it in a subtle and imaginative way and
uses them as an example of the negative consequences of
society's concept of "gender."
Female sexuality was quite a taboo subject at the
time, particularly due to the religious revivals occurring in
New England. Dickinson's use of clitoral symbolism and
pleasure imagery would have been considered quite wicked
if it had been more blatant, which could have been motivation enough to approach the subject delicately. Several critics have discussed the many symbols that are clitoral in nature in her poems, such as the ever-present bees, and it seems
that her poems themselves could be classified accordingly
as they fit perfectly into the definition of such imagery: small
and hard. In these poems, Dickinson is, at the very least,
encouraging women to take control of their sexuality. Perhaps one of the most obviously sexual poems is "Forbidden
Fruit a flavor has":
Forbidden Fruit a flavor has
That lawful Orchards mocks—
How luscious lies within the Pod
The Pea that Duty locks—(1482)
Indeed, the "pea" which is unlocked and blossoms for the
narrator is Dickinson's clitoral symbolism at it's most astonishing. By utilizing natural foods, such as fruits and vegetables, Dickinson is also suggesting something about female sexuality: that it is a part of nature and should be enjoyed, although it may be considered "forbidden" to manmade society. This image also indicates that female sexuality is, indeed, a form of nourishment that is as needed as
vitamin-rich fruits and vegetables.
In fact, clitoral imagery, according to the usual definition,
occurs more often than expected in Dickinson's work. As
author Paula Bennet argues: "[c]litoral imagery—peas,
pebbles, beads, berries, nuts, buds, crumbs...was central to
Dickinson's writing. So far I have counted...287 of these
small, round and frequently hard objects" (239). Dickinson's
use of these symbols is not just sexual for the sake of being
sexual, but saying that such sexuality is an essential tool of
social rebellion. In a way, the clitoris is an outright challenge to patriarchy because, as Bennet states, "male

object with clitoral imagery in order to illustrate the idea
that female sexuality is associated with sin and negativity:
Adrift! A little boat adrift!
And night is coming down!
Will no one guide a little boat
Unto the nearest town? (6)

domination is based on women's sexual subordination to and within the autonomy" (239). A woman's knowledge, and celebration of a part of her own self that can provide her with sexual pleasure without the aid of a man is
downright revolutionary. Therefore, by Dickinson's use of
this imagery in her work, Dickinson is encouraging women
to take back their sexuality, identity and rights from the patriarchy.
In most instances, Dickinson links female sexuality with secrecy and suggests that the joy that which is derived from such behavior is unacceptable to some degree.
In the poem, "So bashful when I spied her", Dickinson seems
to recreate the narrator's tender search for a lover's clitoris
and, therefore, sexual pleasure:
So bashful when I spied her!
So pretty—so ashamed!
So hidden in her leaflets
Lest anybody find—

Here, a "little" boat is searching for a companion and, at
last, "[gives] up it's strife" and allows the ocean to drag it
down. The poem ends with the boat being "o'erspent with
gales" and, finally "sh[ooting] - exultant on!" (6). The boat,
in the poem, represents the center of female pleasure; the
subject finally "gives in" to sexual passion and is overcome
with an "exultant" orgasm. However, she must first "gurgle
down and down"; in other words, in terms of Dickinson's
society, the acceptance of pleasure is synonymous with sin
and degradation. The boat can only witness the red dawn
after she succumbs to the so-called darkness.
This "darkness for pleasure" exchange relates to
another subject in which Dickinson attempts to challenge.
As discussed earlier, women were considered a part of their
husband once they were married. They literally traded in
their selves in exchange for marriage, including their virginity, individuality, property and femininity (because a woman
certain loses a degree of feminine identity if she is no longer
considered, legally, a person). In these poems, she utilizes
symbols of femininity, such as flowers and soft fabrics, to
depict the exchange of women as currency and objects in
marriage and sexuality. In the following poem, Dickinson
uses the image of "satin cash":
I pay—in Satin Cash—
You did not state your price—
A Petal, for a Paragraph
Is near as I can guess (526)

So breathless til I passed her—
So helpless when I turned
And bore her struggling, blushing,
Her simple haunts beyond!
For whom I robbed the Dingle—
For whom betrayed the Dell—
Many, will doubtless ask me—
But I shall never tell! (70)
Here, it seems, the narrator is able to coax the object hidden
in the "leaflets" until the subject of her poem is "struggling"
and "blushing," a direct association with the female orgasm.
The gentle voice of this poem is charming and quite moving, as the audience can almost feel the tenderness of the
narrator as he or she approaches the subject. However, it is
the final section of this poem is most compelling and indicative of Dickinson's comment on female sexuality. The narrator is promising to never reveal for whom he or she performed this act of love. This sort of act must have been kept
secret at the time, as well as all forms of female sexual pleasure. The narrator will not reveal for whom he or she robbed
the "Dell" and "Dingle," terms that are synonymous with a
small, wooded valley. The tone in this last section is much
different from the soft, loving tone of the previous stanzas.
Indeed, the narrator seems almost panicked at the thought of
discovery. We are not sure if the narrator is male or female,
so we cannot immediately assume that the narrator fears exposure for lesbianism. This is what makes the poem truly
daunting, in that the narrator may be male, perhaps even the
female subject's husband and yet, her sexual pleasure must
be kept a secret.
In another poem, Dickinson embodies an unlikely
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one of society's greatest travesties.
Another one of Dickinson's works that deals with
truth of the "marriage market" is her very famous work, "I'm
wife—I've finished that—" (225). In this poem, a woman is
newly married and discusses how distant her girlhood (and,
of course, virginal) life feels. She begins to compare the
two at the end, but stops:
This being comfort—then
That other kind—was pain—
But Why compare?
I'm "Wife"! Stop there! (225)
The narrator has undergone the exchange of her identity and
virginity for the title of wife and is feeling the disappointment that must accompany it. She has become "Woman", in
society's definition of the term and yet, doing so, has been
forced to give up that which makes her a woman: control of
her own destiny, identity and sexuality. The narrator does
not wish to continue comparing her life as a virgin and female with the life she has "bought" because she realizes that
she will only discover more disappointments and be forced
to confront the fact that she has given up herself.
Dickinson also confronts the ways in which marriage conflicts with nature and how, upon entering the covenant, a woman must bid farewell to her own nature. In fact,
she views marriage as a form of death, and treats the subject
as she would her dying day, as represented in the poem "I
haven't told my garden yet":
I haven't told my garden yet—
Lest that should conquer me.
I haven't quite the strength now
To break it to the Bee—(40)
By viewing the Bee, as well as the garden, as clitoral and
pleasure imagery, the narrator is saying that she does not
want to face the idea that her sense of physical pleasure will
be lost upon her marriage. She is aware that her pleasure
"self or center will be greatly disappointed at the knowledge that she must trade them in under the condition of marriage. . She continues to discuss how she must keep her
engagement a secret and alludes to a form of death in "going":
The hillsides must not know it—
Where I have rambled so—
Nor tell the loving forests
The day that I shall go—(40)

The transaction involves her offering a piece of herself, a
feminine "petal" in exchange for a cold, inhuman document
or "paragraph". Similarly, a woman in her time was required
to sacrifice her identity in exchange for the legal bonding of
marriage. Before the exchange takes place, she is unclear
exactly what is required of her, as many women must have
been before they were married. The narrator is unsure what
is expected of her, what the "price" could be of what she
would is about to purchase. It is also important to note that
Dickinson's use of satin depicts a "higher end" fabric and,
therefore, an upper-class problem. She is stating that, "luxury
goods are bought and sold like any others; they only seem to
transcend the grubby world of trade" (Stoneley 585). She is The narrator tends to keep her marriage a secret as a woman
concerned, in this work, with the marketing of upper class might want to keep secret a betrayal. By associating marwomen and the naivety these women possess in believing riage with death and utilizing natural symbols as symbols
they are above corruption and the commonplace when, in for identity and sexuality, Dickinson is suggesting that her
marriage is a betrayal of herself as death is a way
fact, they are an integral part of
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of turning one's back to the living. She shies away from that
which thrives as she shies away from the lively sexuality
that exists within her, because she knows she will abandon it
all in the near future.
Perhaps one of the finest examples of Dickinson
confronting the loss of a wife's ownership is in her poem "I
had some things that I called mine":
I had some things that I called mine
And God, that he called his—
Till recently a rival claim
Disturbed these amities.
The property, my garden,
Which having sown with care—
He claims the pretty acre—
And sends a Bailiff there (101).
The first two sections of this poem show how the narrator
has been forced to abandon that which she called her own.
In addition, the "rival" or husband is bringing the law into
"her garden". In this way, Dickinson is questioning the legislation of female sexuality and bodies. Marriage is a way in
which the government infiltrates a woman's privacy. The
"things" that the narrator believed to once be hers has been
forcefully taken from her, as she is now another "part" of
her husband, not legally a person of her own. Somehow, the
law has laid claim on determining what she can and cannot
do with her body and property because she is a married
woman.
In addition to discussing the victimization of
women, Dickinson pinpoints the main cause of such injustice: the societal construction of gender. Dickinson is rivaling the concept that gender is an essential part of identity. Instead, she places the emphasis upon "sensation" and,
thus, sexuality. (Diehl 36). In many of her poems,
Dickinson fails to identify with a particular gender at all,
suggesting that that which is important about our bodies is
not whether they are assigned "male" or "female," but how
the affect us, the feelings they stir within us, the ability that
they give us to physically experience. In the erotic "Forbidden Fruit a flavor has", the narrator is neither male or
female, nor is the narrator in "So bashful when I spied her!"
By emphasizing sexuality and sensation instead of categorical physicality, Dickinson " intensifies the erotic while erasing the marks of gender" (Diehl 4). She is also suggesting
that by eliminating the mandate of gender, it would be become impossible for our society to legislate laws against a
particular gender or support imbalances within institutions
like marriage.
There are several poems in which Dickinson's narrator embodies an "I" character without indicating whetheror
not she is male or female. However, the poem "I'm No-
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body! Who are you?" deals directly with identity combined
with this lack of gender identification:
I'm Nobody! Who are you?
Are you—Nobody—too?
Then there's a paid of us!
Don't tell! They'd advertise—you know!
How dreary—to be—Somebody!
How public—like a Frog—
To tell one's name—the livelong June—
To an admiring Bog! (260)
Here, the narrator is praising the state of being "nobody," the state of possessing no gender or recognizable features of identity. She does not identify whether or not the
narrator or the subject is male or female—indeed, they are
neither. Their consciousness grows from their physicality
from sensation and thought, not from the ways in which society has characterized their bodies. She again cautions her
subject to keep their "state" a secret, as it is certainly unacceptable to identify with something that society condemns.
The narrator goes on to point out the flaws of being "somebody" and fitting into specific categories that society has
pre-planned. By avoiding these categories, such as gender,
they will not be able to be discriminated against. The only
way to avoid prejudice and injustice is to abandon all signs
of that which is subjected to injustice. Dickinson is stating
that we can find our identity beyond the gender so why not
abandon the target of social injustice that society has forced
upon its members?
When Dickinson does choose to have her narrator
identify with gender, it is often for a specific purpose. This
purpose is usually to show the victimization of females by
males: "although Dickinson's poetic victims and victimizers take many forms, the former are usually feminine
figures and the latter invariably masculine" (Smith). This
most commonly occurs in her personification of objects
and images of her poems, such as in the poem "I started
early. Took my Dog". In this poem, the ocean is assigned
the pronoun "He" and the narrator is endowed with
feminine traits, such as wearing an apron and bodice. In
this poem, "the gender specific personification of the sea,
as a male with whom the female speaker interacts,
transforms the commonplace ebb and flow of the tides into
a momentous human ritual" (Guerra 78). The sea seems to
embody the patriarchy of the society at the time and
pursues the narrator aggressively, particularly in the third
stanza:
But no Man moved Me—Till the Tide
Went past my simple Shoe—
And past my Apron—and my Belt
And past my Boddice—too—(656)

Here, the sea seems to be raping the narrator as he travels
from her shoe to her belt to her bodice. In addition, Dickinson
points out that "no man had touched" the narrator, expressing her virginity. In this way, she is again challenging the
trade between man and woman and how a woman's identity,
represented by her sexuality, is forcefully taken. This represents two aspects of the lives of young women entering marriage: sexual activity, sometimes forced, as a husband's rite
as well as the symbolic rape of a woman's identity and possessions. A woman, who was pressured to remain virginal
until her marriage, was then expected to immediately succumb to her husband. After the marriage, she could be persecuted if it were discovered that she went on to engage in
sexual acts with one other than her husband. Therefore, the
narrator's rape by the sea literally represents a woman's loss
of control over her sexuality in marriage. Similarly, the ocean
represents a husband's usurping of his new wives property,
possessions and identity, as she has now legally become a
mere extension of himself.
In another poem, Dickinson actually chooses to
assign a typically clitoral image in her poems, a bee, with a
male gender. This bee serves to infiltrate a rose, which is
assigned the gender of female. The bee forcefully consummates with the flower and then, at the end:
Their Moment consummated
Remained for him—to flee—
Remained for her, of Rapture
ButtheHumilty.(1351)
After stealing the nectar from the flower, the bee leaves. The
rose does not feel the "rapture" that was expected, but shame.
Dickinson is recreating a scene of an unsatisfied female, most
likely on the night of marriage. The male bee has stolen
from the Rose what he wanted and has left satisfied, while
the feminine flower is left alone without the thing she has
come to call her own. It is important that Dickinson chooses
to specifically contrast (and capitalize) "Rapture" with "Humility" (13 51). These adj ectives contrast both the narrator's
expectations with reality as well as the difference in consequences of the male bee and female flower. In her society, it
seems, men typically were encouraged to feel rapture when
women were encouraged to feel humility.
Dickinson deals with this idea of humility in her
frequent assertion of her own physical "smallness". Again,
since women are typically considered the smaller gender,
Dickinson will often link the female with smallness. In the
same way in which society mistakenly victimizes women, it
also mistakenly associates importance and ability with size.
Initially, it appears that she is considering herself as diminutive and unimportant. However, as author Bennet states:
The high value Dickinson places on littleness is,
in fact, distasteful to many readers... associate it
with a trivializing femininity and with the poet's

so-called little girl voice.. .however.. .1 now be
lieve that such judgments are culturally
constructed.. .to Dickinson and to many other
nineteenth century women writers, the little could
also be great, the insignificant could be meaning
ful and valuable. (236)
Dickinson intentionally utilizes the concept of smallness to
reject society's association with it as being weak and unworthy. To Dickinson, the smallest things are often the most
important. In her poem "Except to Heaven, she is nought,"
Dickinson stresses the vital importance of one women, despite her apparent unimportance in the perspective of others:
Except to Heaven, she is nought.
Except for Angels—lone.
Except to some wide-wandering Bee
A flower superfluous blown.
Except for winds—provincial.
Except for Butterflies
Unnoticed as a single dew
That on the Acre lies.
The smallest Housewife in the grass,
Yet take her from the Lawn
And somebody has lost the face
That made Existence—Home! (173).
First, Dickinson asserts that the "smallest Housewife" is neglected by all earthly beings. She is unappreciated and neglected by those around her; however, she is seen
by angels, Heaven and the winds (which, of course, are what
is moving the blowing flower and wandering bee). This
implies that the forces that have that have the greatest power
and, indeed, have the ability to change the human world, do
hold the small woman in high regard. In addition, a similarly helpless flower and bee (also symbols of femininity)
identify with the woman. However, the powerful final lines
assert that without her, existence and humanity would never
have occurred. Dickinson is emphasizing the importance of
womankind in a world that does not notice her; although
women are legislated as feeble and unworthy of rites, although they are merely considered an extension of their husbands, they are an integral part of the continuation of the
human race. In addition, she seems to suggest that, like the
invisible wind, there are forces that are on the "side" of
women and, indeed of all the neglected.
This poem seems a perfect summation of all of
Dickinson's finest methods of social challenge; the flower
and the bee, feminine symbols, are tossed by an invisible
wind; the narrator is a disembodied, non-gender specific
entity; the neglected subject is assigned the gender of
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woman. The most essential part of the poem, however, is the
wind that touches them all. This wind, according to the narrator, does not neglect the woman. I believe this is where
Dickinson chooses to give her audience hope; she is stating
that the winds of change, of movement, of upward mobility,
are pushing the neglected forward. She is saying to hold on,
because change is coming.
In the end, Dickinson believes that the flaws in her
society can be corrected. She utilizes sexual imagery and
concepts to encourage women to discover their own sexuality; she challenges the trade of a woman's sex and identity
for marriage. Dickinson believes that, in order to escape the
injustice of society, we must stop identifying with its social
constructions, such as gender. She urges her audience to establish a new identity apart from what is expected. When
Dickinson says she has ceded, she is asking her audience to
join her and to trust the upcoming winds of change.
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Running Out of Sources
(An analysis of Shakespeare' s recycling of characters to
consciously or unconciously create a highly evolved final character
in Prospero)
Shikha Shah

Complete with greed, treachery, redemption, love
and even forgiveness, The Tempest is Shakespeare's farewell to the dramatic stage. Written around 1611, the play is
centered on its protagonist, Prospero, whose position as the
Duke of Milan was usurped by his brother, Antonio. In an
attempt to regain his lost kingdom and confront his enemies,
Prospero, by the use of his supernatural powers, conjures a
storm that will cause his enemies to be shipwrecked on the
Island, which he himself landed on twelve years ago, with
his daughter, Miranda. Thus what starts off as a motif for
revenge in Prospero, for "hath [his] enemies/ Brought to this
shore" (1.2.179-180), changes gradually into a need for forgiveness and a chance at redemption for those who wronged
him. Inspite of having complete supernatural control over
his enemies, who are at his mercy, "Confin'd together/ In
the same fashion as you [Prospero] gave charge.. .all prisoners" (5.1.8-9), Prospero decidedly takes the higher path and
instead of avenging his lost throne, gives way to forgiveness
and the opportunity for redemption. It is this transcendence
above the human desire to exact revenge, which contributes
to possibly making Prospero one of Shakespeare's most advanced characters. This superiority is not only seen in terms
of The Tempest in itself, but can also be viewed in terms of
previous Shakespearean characters. Thus we see that
Prospero, in addition to possibly being one of Shakespeare's
most evolved characters, is also a character in whom flaws
and problems seen in previous Shakespearean characters have
been resolved, in an effort to work towards an enhanced individual, whose almost god-like evolvement is ironically
emphasized by his recognition of his humanity and acceptance of his mortality.
One of the most convincing arguments for The Tempest in general, and Prospero, in particular, being a kaleidoscope of previous Shakespearean plays and characters, respectively, is seen in the fact that there is no one concrete
source or precedent for the plot of this final play. Shakespeare,
as we know, did not lay great emphasis on originality and
often directly lifted plots, characters and themes from earlier narratives of other authors. This raises the possibility
that instead of using outside sources, Shakespeare resorted
to using his own plays as a source for his last play, and in
doing so consciously or unconsciously created a character
that was an evolved version of his some of his previous characters. As Marjorie Garber said, "With the single exception
of Love s Labor Lost, a very early play, The Tempest
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is the only one of Shakespeare's works for which no source
has been found" (46). Thus while we see magical creatures
in A Midsummer Night s Dream, they do not compare to the
supernaturally miraculous Ariel or the hideous cruelty and
spite of Caliban. Further, nowhere do we see a character as
compelling as Prospero, who is omniscient through Ariel,
and who possesses such potent yet benign magical powers.
This uniquely compelling character can thus be
viewed as a progression of some of Shakespeare's previous
characters, a parallel which can undeniably be seen between
King Lear and Prospero. We see that in both cases the protagonists neglected their duty as monarchs of their kingdom,
and handed over their responsibility to someone else. In King
Lear, the king divides his kingdom between his daughters,
and entrusts them with the responsibility of running it, in an
effort to "unburden" himself. This dividing of his kingdom
is what later leads to his downfall, for he relies on external
power and dignity in order to maintain himself. Similarly,
Prospero delegates his duty of running his kingdom to his
brother Antonio, and "to him put/ The manage of my [his]
state" in order to pursue his interest and education in the
"liberal arts" (1.2.73) and the supernatural. This, just as, in
the case of Lear, is what leads to the usurpation of his throne,
and his exile. Yet as James P. Driscoll points out, "While
Lear vainly invokes the Gods to bring him justice [and exact
his revenge for him], Prospero, through command of the spirits, secures justice for himself (85). Thus in the lines:
— I have bedimmed
The noontide sun, call'd forth the mutinous winds,
And twixt the green sea and the azur'd vault
Set roaring war....
(5.1.41-44)
we the see the power and control that Prospero had over his
enemies and the engineering of the tempest in order to be
able to repossess his throne, and secure his own justice. Lear,
on the other hand, instead of being proactive, relies completely on the gods to avenge him, and serve justice, without
doing anything to even try and win back his lost status. Even
in cursing his daughter he invokes the god's in "Hear, Nature hear; dear goddess, hear" (1.4.271). Thus while Prospero
has a need to influence his own destiny and works hard to
exact his means in order to achieve his ends, Lear simply
resigns himself to the circumstances and escapes into insan
ity at the sign of trouble. Therefore, Prospero can be seen as

achieving the golden mean of active and contemplative,
active in his control of his actions, yet contemplative in carefully planning them and trying to predetermine their consequences.
The possibility of Prospero, being in part an active
and developed version of King Lear is further seen in the
parallel scenes of the storms. While the storm in King Lear
serves to emphasize the weakness and helplessness of Lear
and his resignation to his destiny, by his deliberate invitation
to "Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! Rage, blow!" (3.2.1),
it is actually a show of Prospero's power and his control over
his environment in The Tempest. He himself achieves an almost god-like power and omniscience on his island, instead
of resigning himself to the mercy of circumstances, like King
Lear.
Lastly, we see that ultimately Lear fails to serve the
justice that he hopes to serve, when he stages the mock trial
for Goneril and Regan. In the end, Goneril and Regan both
die unrepentant and Lear dies in grief for his banished daughter, Cordelia. Thus, the sinners go remorseless and Lear dies
in seeing further injustice rather than justice, emphasizing a
failure on his part as not only a king who is supposed to be
an agent of justice, but a father who valued flattery over genuine love. Prospero, on the other hand, succeeds not only in
reestablishing himself as Duke of Milan, but also makes the
King of Naples truly repent. His staging of the fake banquet
and the presence of the harpies is effective unlike Lear's mock
trial, and truly helps to right the wrong and promote justice.
Further we see that where Lear failed as a father, Prospero
succeeded. He instilled in his daughter true virtue and goodness, and was able to accept her in the role of both daughter
and Ferdinand's wife. Thus he gives his blessing to Miranda
and Ferdinand, presenting them with fatherly advice and
warnings of chastity and purity:
Look thou be true; do not give dalliance
Too much the rein. The strongest oaths are straw
To th' fire i' th' blood. Be more abstemious,
Or else good night you vow.
(4.1.51-54)
Lear, on the other hand, fails to accept this change from
daughter to wife, and banishes Cordelia when she says that
though she loves her father dearly, when she gets married
her love will be more focused on her husband, for she asks:
Why have my sisters husbands if they say
They love you all? Haply, when I shall wed,
That lord whose hand must take my plight shall
carry
Half my love with him, half my care and duty.
(1.1.99-101)
Thus we see that in terms of father and ruler Prospero supersedes King Lear, in spite of the many parallels and

similarities that are seen between the two, which furthers
the possibility that Prospero, in part, is an advanced King
Lear, in whom we see that Lear's faults of resignation, shunning of duty, and fatherhood are resolved.
Another Shakespearean character who pays a price
for neglecting his kingdom, and then handing over its running to someone else, is the Duke Vincentio in Measure for
Meaure. The Duke, who showed laxness in the running of
his kingdom, hands over control temporarily to one of his
deputies, Angelo, in a hope to clean up and restore some sort
of moral order in Vienna. Unfortunately while the Duke represented the extremely negligent end of the spectrum, Angelo
represents the overtly rigid end of the spectrum and what
ensues is a stiflingly strict moral code of conduct. Thus,
though both Prospero and the Duke chose their books over
their kingdoms, we see in the Duke a failure to run his kingdom, whereas the opportunity for reform and running of the
kingdom is never given to Prospero, since his throne is
usurped. Yet, we see in both a sort of omniscient presence,
where they are aware of their surroundings and happenings.
The Duke takes on the disguise of a Friar to oversee the succession of events in his absence, and Prospero uses Ariel to
keep him abreast with the events on the Island, seen when
Caliban says "His spirits hear me" (2,2,4). As Hallett Smith
exemplified, "For a duke who, freed of administrative responsibility, yet presides over events like a kind of God,
Shakespeare had a model in his own Measure for Measure "
(3).
Yet, ironically, another character in Measure for
Measure that could in sort parallel Prospero is the deputy,
Angelo. Prospero and Angelo both control the action in the
plays, yet while Prospero actually demonstrates this control,
we see that Angelo is unable to do so due to the interference
of the Duke. Further, we see that in both characters there is
an aspiration to be a perfectly moral and just, almost godlike figure. Angelo is so sure that he will never sin that he is
willing to lay his life on it and says
For I have had such faults, but rather tell me,
When I that censure him do so offend,
Let mine own judgement pattern out my death
And nothing come in partial.
(2.1.28-31)
These are lines that he very nearly pays the consequences
for at the end of the play. Prospero, on the other hand, does
not leave us with any illusions of grandeur or godliness.
Though his advanced art makes him take up an almost godlike character, with the power to raise tempests, make music
and control the actions of individuals, Prospero redeems his
humanity by renouncing his magic and confronting his mortality, "where / Every third thought shall be his grave"
(5..1.311). Thus, we see elements of both the Duke and
Angelo in Prospero, which gives way to the possibility that
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Pfospero might represent the ideal state between the two.
Having learnt from his previous mistake of entrusting someone else with his responsibilities, Prospero redeems his
wrongs in securing his lost kingdom for his daughter. We
also see that Prospero executes and ensures proper governance of his island, which has been his realm of rule since
he was ousted from Milan. Further, Prospero, though governed by strict morality, does not let this interfere with his
humanity or even sense of justice for that matter. Thus, instead of exacting his revenge, he forgives, affirming his humanity by telling his brother,
For you, most wicked sir, whom to call brother
Would even infect my mouth, I do forgive
Thy rankest fault.
(5.1.130-133)
Thus, we see that it is almost as if Prospero has achieved the
perfect mean between the laxness of the Duke and the rigidity of Angelo, in learning how to punish, yet forgive.
This denying of duty or the lack of responsibility
emerges as one of the major flaws in many of Shakespeare's
characters, that is resolved in Prospero. Another flaw that
seems to repeatedly emerge is the inability to reconcile the
male and female and ensure their dual existence either in
one individual or harmoniously side by side. Thus we see
that King Claudius, in Shakespeare's The Tragical History
of Hamlet Prince of Denmark mocks Hamlet's excessive
mourning by indicating that it is effeminate and "unmanly
grief (1.2.1350). However, this dichotomy between man and
woman and the conflict between the masculine and the feminine is most prominently seen in Twelfth Night. Here we have
fraternal twins, Sebastian and Viola, being separated due to
a storm. There is such a deep love and connection between
them that it is almost as if they are two halves of one being.
Sebastian grieves for his lost sister who is "drowned already,
sir, with salt water, though I [he] seem[s] to/ drown her remembrance again with more" (2.3.28-29). Further we see
that the sanity versus insanity theme is not resolved till the
end of the play, when Viola discards her masculine garments
and returns to her natural role of a woman, enabling the duke
to fall in love with her and releasing Olivia to fall in love
with Sebastian. Thus, it is almost as if some sort of balance
has been disturbed when Viola takes on a male role, thus
giving the entity created by Sebastian and Viola, two masculine sides, instead of one feminine and on masculine, contributing to its imbalance. For Viola herself affirms the unnatural imbalance of her role and says,
But this my masculine usurped attire,
Do not embrace me till each circumstance
Of place, time, fortune do cohere and jump
That I am Viola....
(5.1.245-248)
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Thus we see that it is only when the two are reunited that
there a restoration of sanity and order, showcasing a need
for the masculine and the feminine to be in harmony, not in
conflict, in order to achieve a wholesome self. Prospero, on
the other hand, in a way represents the complete conjoining
of man and woman that we see in part between the fraternal
twins. He plays both the part of father and mother to Miranda,
imparting to her his education gained through his birth as a
male, "For have [he has] I, thy schoolmaster, made thee [her]
more profit" (1.2.172). Yet he also ensures that he gives her
some sort of sexual guidance, in staging the masque for her
and her husband to be. He confers upon her the womanly
blessing of fertility, yet at the same time ensuring that he
warns her husband against "breaking] her virgin-knot before/All sanctimonious ceremonies may/ With full and holy
right be administered" (4.1.63).
Ironically, we see that the storm that separated Viola and Sebastian can be paralleled with the storm
that shipwrecked Prospero and Miranda on the island some
twelve years ago. Thus, whereas the storm in Twelfth Night
serves to separate the masculine and the feminine whole of
Viola and Sebastian, the storm in the tempest actually forced
Prospero to fulfill both the maternal and paternal roles towards his daughter, Miranda.
Further as William L. Benzon asserts "making amends with
the men who exiled him requires the same transcendence of
masculine concern with honor and power as, giving his
daughter to another man" (273). Thus, we see that Prospero's
ability to restrain from avenging his lost kingdom, and the
attempt at his life, shows a possible feminine side where forgiveness is valued above honor through death, and honor
itself is gained in forgiveness and redemption and not in battle
or killing. Further, as pointed out by Benzon, Prospero is
aware of his mortality, thus the restoration of his kingdom
does not have undertones of power, for "Prospero is returning home to die, he is most emphatically not returning to
exercise secular power" (274), seen once again in the lines
"Every third thought shall be my grave" (5.1.311). Thus, we
see that not only does Prospero encompass both man and
woman; in being mother and father to Miranda, he also overrides his masculinity, shown in his generosity of spirit, by
the virtue of forgiveness.
This need to exact revenge that Prospero overcomes
is seen as the downfall of many Shakespearean characters. A
prominent example of this need for revenge that results in
downfall is Prince Hamlet. Hamlet tries to avenge the death
of his father, who is murdered by his brother. Here there is a
parallel in plot with the evil brothers, Claudius and Antonio,
but while Hamlet is seeking revenge for his kingdom, in part,
but mainly, to honor his father, Prospero is seeking justice
for himself. Here the main difference between the two protagonists lies in the fact that Hamlet has actual intent for
revenge and lets blind emotion and even insanity in part

dictate the course of his actions, seen in his rash
killing of Polonius, which subsequently causes the death of
Ophelia. Hamlet lets his sadness control his actions and
emotions, eventually falling into a state of disarray where
even "To be, or not to be - that is the question" (3.2.55). If
Hamlet had played by the rules of revenge and only sought
to avenge himself against Claudius, the play would, probably not have had such a tragic ending but, by involving
Laertes and Ophelia, two seemingly innocent bystanders,
Hamlet now becomes more of a villain than a heroic champion of his father's honor, eventually dying with a wish for
time on his lips, "Had I but time" (5.2.319). On the other
hand, Prospero though, obviously angered by the usurpation
of his throne, keeps his emotions in check. He has a plan and
he will execute it. Further, we see that while Prospero had
the ability to kill Antonio, what he was seeking was not revenge but simply the reinstatement of what was rightfully
his, "My dukedom of thee, which perforce I know/ Thou
must restore" (5.1.133-134). In not letting his sense of besmirched honor get in the way, he is able to serve justice not
only for himself, but also for the people around him. Thus,
we see that while both Hamlet and Prospero had similar agendas of revenge, they both went about attaining it in very different ways. Prospero's plan of revenge eventually led to
forgiveness while Hamlet's led to death. Yet, we should not
forget that while Hamlet had a few weeks to plan his revenge, Prospero had twelve years, which could in a sense
contribute to Prospero's being an evolved, older and wiser
Hamlet, where time abates the desire for vengeance and increases self-knowledge.
Therefore, we see that Prospero, by breaking the
conventional need of avenging male honor, comes across as
a highly evolved character, who, in a sense, is above base
human desires for revenge, or even power, for that matter.
What is fascinating about his character is that although he
obviously possesses a great deal of power and even comes
very close to acieving the power of God, he redeems himself
by renouncing his magic and forgiving his enemies. Omniscient on his island with the power to "rifted [rift] Jove's
stout oak/ With his own bolt" (5.1.45), Prospero oversteps
his mortal limits. Yet he establishes his mortality and humanity, ironically by giving up the source of his power:
I'll break my staff,
Bury it certain fathoms in the earth,
And deeper than did ever plummet sound
I'll drown my book.
(4.1.54-57)
Thus, we see that Prospero's character had the potential to
go either way. As Cosmo Corfield emphasizes, "It is possible to see his state as one suspended not just between beast
and angel [Caliban and Ariel] but also between good and
evil" (34). Thus, what is so remarkable about Prospero's
character is that he voluntarily chooses the path of good,

making the decision solely based on his own reasoning and
acceptance of his mortality. Thus, in him we see an
acceptance of death, that King Lear violently resisted, a
transcendence over the need for revenge, that was absent
in Hamlet, the ability to serve justice and yet retain
humanity, that Angelo and Duke Vincentio lacked, and
finally the integration of the masculine and the feminine
reflected in the fraternal twins, Viola and Sebastian.
Finally, in addition to the resolution of faults seen in these
characters, Prospero manages to transcend human instinct
itself by giving way to forgiveness over revenge, and
peaceful humanity and mortality over the lure of power.
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"It would be impossible for a parent to be happy about its
baby's ears being put on backwards. "
-Louis de Bernieres
Few in adaptation studies would continue to argue
for strict fidelity to the source text. Thankfully, the past
twenty years have provided many useful paradigms through
which one might approach the study of film adaptation.
Posited in Palimpsestes (1982), Gerard Genette's concept of
transtextuality—all that puts one text in relation to other
texts—remains one of the most useful and comprehensive.
He introduces five areas of transtextuality. Intertextuality
involves framing a text inside another through quotation,
plagiarism, and allusion. Paratextuality includes all accessory messages and commentary that surround a text and, in
some way, lend themselves to the way in which we approach
this text. Metatextuality deals with the critical relation between one text and another, including things like the critic,
the literary essay, and bibliographical commentary.
Architextuality identifies the re-elaboration of a text in a different genre, language, or medium and the generic taxonomies suggested or refused by the title of a text. The fifth
area, hypertextuality, examines the relationship between the
hypertext to an anterior hypotext and the ways in which the
hypertext transforms, modifies, elaborates, or extends the
hypotext (Stam 65-6).
Genette's model provides a useful analytical lens
through which one might look at a text and its adaptation; it
encompasses much of the discursive practices of our culture, realizing that artistic endeavors aren't conceived in a
vacuum, but are shaped by discourse around them. Yet, however comprehensive, even Genette's paradigm does not make
allowances for sociopolitical factors. Adaptation studies have
yet to provide a schema that fully takes into account the political and historical circumstances that guide the production
and reception of particular adaptations. In the case of Louis
de Bernieres' Corelli's Mandolin—a. novel that deals extensively with the nature of historical recounting and the political history of the Second World War—its adaptation to film
required diplomatic and genre concessions to be made in
regards to both content and theme. I would argue that these
outside pressures primarily helped shape the film adaptation
and that the consequential excising of political and historical themes so pivotal to the novel—and the romance between
Pelagia (Penelope Cruz) and Corelli (Nicholas Cage)—creates a thematic vacuum that removes the very tensions that

make de Bernieres's novel so compelling.
Corelli s Mandolin tells a story of the German/Italian occupation of Greece during WWII and the German
massacre of Italian soldiers once Mussolini surrendered. The
novel has enjoyed relative popularity and critical praise since
its 1994 publication. Far more popular within the United
Kingdom than the U.S., it was shortlisted for the Booker
Prize, and it is estimated that one out of twenty British households owns a copy (Arroyo 17). Lured by the promise of an
inbuilt audience, what resulted was a collaborative film effort between Universal, Studio Canal, Miramax, and Working Title Films, which promised a potential Hollywood blockbuster. The novel provides all the traits an audience—whether
English or American—usually salivates over: romance, intrigue, war, and a potentially epic quality a la The English
Patient. Add to that the star power of Nicholas Cage as
Corelli and the beautiful scenery of the Greek island
Cephallonia, and it seems that adapting Corelli s Mandolin
to the screen would be a full-proof plan. Lauded as the "big
date movie of the summer" (Maryles 19), an aura of anticipation and expectation of box office success surrounded the
movie's release. A major studio production, it was the first
movie by director John Madden since his Oscar-winning
Shakespeare in Love—a movie that was extremely popular
on both sides of the Atlantic. Yet most critics quickly panned
Captain Corelli s Mandolin, calling it "a disappointing follow-up" and "sluggishly paced" (Rozen 35). And in fact, it
would seem the movie-going public would agree; the film
only recouped $25,528,495 of its $57,000,000 budget in U.S
theaters.
So what specifically went awry in the conception
of a movie that should have had enormous mainstream audience appeal? It would seem the problems with adapting de
Bernieres's novel have, in part, to do with the discursive
nature of the novel itself. It is a novel that does not fit neatly
into the structure of your typical dramatic narrative. Reviewers of the novel have failed to arrive at any consensus
as to what is the "central" theme of Corelli's Mandolin. The
BBC, while promoting "The Big Read" campaign, remarked
that de Bernieres captures "the human values and eccentricity that persist amidst the horrors of war." A reviewer in the
New Statesman rather felt "the central theme is not really
war at all, but everything good which is threatened by war,
and the captain's music is a fitting enough symbol for this"
(Holland 64). I would argue that the novel revolves around
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discussions on the nature of history itself. After his
acknowledgements, de Bernieres remarks, "Much of what I
have written consists of hearsay tempered with myth and
hazy memory, which, of course, is what history is." Any
reader may look at the table of contents and quickly see that
the novel is shaped by an eclectic compilation of sources
and viewpoints. Letters, speeches, myths, monologues, Dr.
lannis's history, even a propaganda pamphlet are interwoven to create a history of Cephallonia. Carlos, an Italian
soldier whose viewpoint we get, remarks in his earliest chapters that "history ought to consist only of the anecdotes of
the little people who are caught up in it" (33), and, in part,
this is exactly what de Bernieres' novel does. Increasingly
cynical, he later remarks, "history is the propaganda of the
victors" (33).
The discussion of what history should and shouldn't
be, and who has the right to retell it, provides the very dramatic tension and anxiety that drives the sweeping narrative. But theorizing is not the stuff major Hollywood films
tend to include. Tim Bevan, the film's producer, remarked
that "Dr. Zhivago is the movie we're making ... A big epic
romance. [T]he argument over the politics and the civil war
is as dull as ditchwater as far as we're concerned. What this
is about is maintaining an emotional through-line for 100
minutes" (qtd. In Phillips). The film presents a streamlined
narrative in which there is no sense of novel's multiple perspectives or the sociopolitical factors that shape them. It
also isn't made clear that Dr. lannis is writing a history of
the island. Instead, we enter the film with Dr. lannis, played
by John Hurt, narrating as if his character is writing a letter
to Corelli, and it seems that this imploring correspondence
is the impetus behind the movie, which then becomes, in
large part, a flashback. It is a flashback that focuses on the
"big epic romance" between Pelagia and Corelli, firmly planting the film in a genre well-received by mainstream audiences, concentrating on one element of the narrative used
by de Bernieres to explore a little-known WWII event.
In the movie, Mandras (Christian Bale) makes up
the third part of a rather tiresome and ineffective love triangle, occupying time and space that might have been better
spent successfully developing a believable relationship between Pelagia and Corelli. In the novel, Mandras operates
as one of the "little people" through which de Bernieres explores the partisan movement, but as the adaptation focuses
on the romantic plotline, Mandras has little thematic importance. And he is just too likeable (and significantly more
attractive than Cage, some might say). Perhaps wishing to
make Pelagia's decision more difficult, Madden presents an
extremely sympathetic character. Choosing to have Mandras,
rather than the novel's Velisarios, find and save Corelli from
the Germans angered by Italy's surrender, he must give
Pelagia the reason for such a noble action. . He brokenly
explains, "I wanted you to love me again." When Pelagia
returns his ring, we see a pained Mandras, very unlike the
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novel's corresponding character who tortures
Pelagia with her decision, one who exudes a grotesque maliciousness. As an audience, we have nothing for which to
condemn Mandras. His failure to stop the two partisans from
hanging a "collaborator" is the closest we come to disliking
him. It is a poor substitute for his attempting to rape Pelagia
in the novel. We are left wondering why she wouldn 't love
this passionate and generous man, why the Italian Corelli,
who always manages to tell offensive jokes at precisely the
wrong moments, should appeal to her instead.
Why would Madden and Slovo choose to so drastically alter Mandras? In posing this question, one reveals the
crucial oversight in Genette's schema. For in the case of
Corelli s Mandolin, sociopolitical factors had far more to do
with the refashioning of the romantic story line than even
genre conventions. The fact is that the political stance of the
novel is highly controversial and presented a multitude of
problems for Madden and his producers. The partisans de
Bernieres depicts so negatively have traditionally been
history's "good-guys," and so inflammatory did some find
certain sections of the novel that parts were actually omitted
from the Greek language edition (Phillips). Madden and his
team wanted the decided advantage of filming on location,
but PASOK, Greece's rightwing social democratic party,
threatened to take them to International Court of Justice if
certain "slanders" were not excised. After negotiations with
the party leader, Madden and Slovo rewrote much of film's
original script, which included cutting the attempted rape and
depicting a more diplomatically conceived version of
Mandras (Philips).
After this meeting, scenes were also added to demonstrate the assistance given to Italian troops by Greek partisans (Phillips). In the film's commentary, Madden reiterates
that certain details in the film and changes made adapting
the novel arose from the accounts of surviving Cephallonians
who described their perception of events. The implicit judgment he seems to be making is that de Bernieres got it wrong.
For instance, Madden remarks on the dance that the Italian
soldiers organized to "extend the hand of friendship" to the
Greeks. He said, "This scene has no counterpart in the book,
though it probably again did in real life. I was looking for a
way to allow the audience to experience the thawing of hostilities, to compress the process by which I suppose the Italians and Greeks, as it were, surrendered to one another." This
in particular, reflects a real anxiety and the need to reconcile
the Greeks to their Italian occupiers. Madden sought to show
how the "two sides fell in love with one another," so that
"the occupation became utterly benign." Madden's adaptation provides a condensed and oversimplified version of the
complicated interactions between nations during WWII. The
Nazis are both history and film's easy bad-guys, and the Italians quickly assume the stereotypical role of fun-loving, opera singing young men.
Wishing to resolve the tension between the Greeks

and Italians, however historically accurate Madden might
believe it to be, drastically affects the romantic plotline.
Within the film the lovers are given little context until the
Italians surrender, almost 100 minutes into the movie. Everyday life on the island seems to go on almost as normal.
We do not see an emaciated Pelagia or the difficulties in
finding food and fuel. The endearing pine marten, Pipsina,
is not cruelly clubbed and the goat, which Pelagia is so proud
to own and care for, is not stolen by other starving people.
In the novel, there is a reason that the relationship
between Corelli and Pelagia is chronicled by chapters entitled "A Problem with Eyes," "A Problem with Hands," and
"A Problem with Lips." Corelli realizes he is the reason for
the stares Pelagia receives in town, that his nation is responsible for the islanders' slow starvation. And Pelagia feels
like and is looked at by many as a traitor. These interior
wars, the ambivalence and reluctance to give way to their
feelings, gives the lovers their attractively bittersweet tone
that makes their romance so unique and captivating. It is
their historical grounding that reminds us that, while we are
rooting for "love to conquer all," it offends their sense of
decency in a time of war and division. The novel features a
couple that cannot escape national identifications and political situations surrounding them. Corelli and Pelagia—the
evolution of their interaction and their future—are inextricably caught up and shaped by circumstances around them.
In the film, Pelagia's politics are never an issue.
There is nothing of her stubbornness, and all that she requires is a few declarations of Corelli's affection. In smoothing things over with the Italians and muting the fact that
Corelli is an invader, Madden successfully removes essential dramatic tension from the romantic plotline. Why
shouldn 't Pelagia love an Italian when the Greeks seem so
utterly delighted to entertain their imperialist friends? There
is virtually no doubt that those three magic words, "I love
you," will be spoken, that love will prevail, even thrive, in
the midst of brutality. The film's lovers somehow miraculously manage to transcend national identity and politics in
a century that has come to be understood as an age of nationalism. Without the political and historical dialogue of the
novel, the relationship is a mere skeleton that is both weak
and uninteresting. Perhaps that Pelagia and Corelli themselves, in part, come to represent national identity—as understood by the reader through "anecdotes of the little people
who are caught up in it"—during a time of war and division,
makes it difficult for the romantic storyline to fill the thematic vacuum left once the history and politics in de
Bernieres's novel are excised. The story collapses in on itself. As reviewer Peter Travers remarks in Rolling Stone,
"Director John Madden and screenwriter Shawn Slovo have
hacked the book down into something picturesque, respectful and emotionally flat" (116).
Hacking away, Madden condenses the novel's sixtyyear span (1940s-1990s), changing an ending that would be

far from the ideal scenario audiences expect in a romantic
film.
The film's earthquake occurs in 1947 instead of
1953, and Corelli soon returns to Cephallonia, prompted by
the assurances in Dr. lannis's letter that Pelagia is still very
much in love with him. Cage appears onscreen, perhaps a
little grayer around the temples and says "I tried to stay away.
There is the loss of a few years in the lover's relationship,
but no one looks old and worn out. Certainly Corelli's absence in the film is nothing compared to the fifty-year gap in
the novel. No civil wars ravage the Greek islands because
of the political and governmental vacuum left in the wake of
Italian and German invaders. In fact, it would seem that
Madden would have us believe that nothing has changed from
the start of the movie until its finish. We open with the festival of St. Gerasimos and end similarly with its celebration.
When Dr. lannis writes to Corelli he refers to Cephallonia as
"our island untouched by time." Not only is this depiction
of the full circle a dangerous type of nostalgia—one I think
de Bernieres campaigns against in the novel—but the film
loses that which makes the book so tragic and memorable.
There is no sense of cheated youth and wasted time. In the
novel, the reader feels the disappointment of the two lovers
who miss out on a lifetime together—Pelagia's disappointment made analogous with that of Greece. Ironically, the
very historical and political issues eliminated in the film shape
the couple in the novel. Corelli and Pelagia—the evolution
of their interaction and their future—are inextricably caught
up and determined by circumstances around them. Without
the political and historical dialogue of the novel, the relationship is a mere skeleton that is both weak and uninteresting. We are left with an unsatisfactory, seemingly disingenuously manufactured ending to cap off a very poorly-portrayed
romance.
Granted, some of the blame for the disingenuous
romantic storyline must be attributed to a rather hackneyed
script full of lover's cliches, poor acting, and lack of chemistry between Cruz and Cage. One gets the sense that our
major characters—played by an Italian-American Cage, a
Spanish Cruz, an English Hurt, and Welsh Bale—where chosen for star appeal and respectability. And certainly, as mentioned, there are the other usual genre and medium constraints
to take into consideration: simplifying the narrative, condensing the novel's timeline, and eliminating the discourse
on history and politics. What I was not prepared for was
encountering an adaptation for which there is no adequate
critical paradigm to address the unique story behind the making of Captain Corelli s Mandolin. If Genette's model is to
analyze all that puts one text in relation with other texts,
perhaps we should expand our notion of a "text" to include
sociopolitical discourse. For the ways in which we evaluate
the present and come to understand the past is a "text" of its
own, a "text" which greatly influences the way certain (or
perhaps all, to greater and lesser degrees) adaptations are
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produced and received. One simply cannot understand the evolution of this Corelli s Mandolin adaptation
without looking at the political and historical issues—particularly as they pertain to nationalism—Madden and Slovo
had to take into account. This suggests something fundamentally true about adaptation studies. While it is useful to
have such critical approaches, as in the case of Genette's
transtextuality, each adaptation must be approached from an
angle unique to its situation. And the schemas with which
we analyze texts and their interaction with the world should
be malleable and dynamic.
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The Process of Mourning: Whitman and Dickinson's Diverging
Configurations of Grief
Meghan Vesper '05
Peter M. Sacks considers the elegy as the process
in which a poet works through his grief, what Freud referred
to as "the work of mourning" (1). Two of America's greatest
poets, Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson, respond very
differently in their poetry to death and loss. In "When Lilacs
Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd," Whitman evokes five distinct stages of mourning: despair, a struggle between memory
and healing, death, revelation, and finally, rebirth through
song. In stark contrast, Dickinson responds to death with
silence and paralyzed shock. She does not weep like Whitman
in "The Lilac Elegy," and more importantly, never has a revelation that culminates in rebirth. Her process of mourning
is difficult to define because she never despairs or seeks healing like Whitman. I will examine the absence of passionate
grieving in her poems, focusing primarily on number 344
('"Twas just this time, last year, I died") and number 372
("After great pain, a formal feeling comes"). These two poems capture the most prominent stages of Dickinson's mourning process: death, increased sensory awareness, shock, and
silence.
W. David Shaw poses a question that articulates the
difference between Whitman's and Dickinson's grieving processes: does death of the old self cause the mourner to breakdown or break-through his grief? He stipulates that transcending grief requires the poet to integrate his old self, the
mourner, with his new self, the elegist (51). He argues that
the transformation of the self is a necessary element in the
confessional elegy, and compares it with how the end of an
elegy evokes a sense of new beginning. This regenerative
process draws upon the pastoral tradition and ancient vegetation rites, which I will discuss shortly. First, I propose
that Whitman breaks-through his grief in order to fulfill the
greater purpose of unifying America. Dickinson, on the other
hand, never transcends the death of her old self. Her poems
confront and examine death, but she never tries to lessen its
finality with a higher truth. Instead, she considers death and
inconsolable pain part of the natural human condition.
I propose that Dickinson's absence of desire, or a
beloved, is one of the primary reasons she never weeps and
overcomes her grief. This draws upon Henry Staten's argument that our desire for an absent beloved is often more passionate that the desire we feel in our beloved's presence (2).
He claims that if a lover remains attached to his temporal
beloved, he will be unable to overcome grief when the beloved dies (7). On the other hand, the loss of the beloved can
be one step towards reaching absolute truth. This is true of
Whitman in "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd."

Losing what he desires, a unified America, deepens his grief
of Lincoln's death. But it also stimulates Whitman's determination to rebuild American democracy, culminating in
revelation and healing. Dickinson, on the other hand, does
not have a beloved who inspires revelation. Her desire is to
write poetry, and I will later examine how this does not provide her with the ability to transcend grief.
Before turning to Whitman's "When Lilacs Last in
the Dooryard Bloom'd," it is necessary to briefly consider
the conventions of the pastoral elegy and the English elegy.
Ellen Zetzel Lambert argues that the pastoral elegy provides
a landscape to articulate and overcome loss that is more substantial than the "real" world (xiv). This landscape also allows poets to evoke the similarity between human loss and
death in nature (xvii). According to Lambert, poets' derivation of consolation from nature's annual regeneration mirrors humans' capability to recover from loss. Although the
elegist's loss may be permanent, nature's renewal provides
the elegist with the comfort that he will recover from his
grief. Likewise, Peter Sacks concludes that the English
elegy's form and movement draws upon ancient vegetation
rites of passage from death to rebirth (20). He also notes
other conventions of the English elegy: questioning, the procession of mourners, images of the resurrection, the separation of mourning voices, and the acknowledgement of loss.
These conventions provide a basic foundation for exploring
how Whitman's and Dickinson's mourning processes conform and diverge from the English elegiac tradition.
According to Sacks, the American elegist refuses
to conform with the English elegiac tradition in several critical ways. First, he argues that the American elegist does not
use the traditional pastoral setting due to geographical difference and the determination to break from British traditions (313). David Baker further points out that the American West provides a new kind of consolation by representing the promised land (16). Natural landscape is prevalent in
both Whitman's and Dickinson's poetry, and I will examine
what kind of consolation it provides. Sacks also argues that
American elegists are more unwilling to accept loss, drawing upon his theory that comfort is derived from compliance
(313-314). He describes American elegies as "volatile" and
"rebellious," quite appropriate descriptions of Whitman's and
Dickinson's audacity and distaste for conformity. But as
David Baker argues, the most striking achievement of
Whitman's and Dickinson's elegies is how they reject the
finality of death through the incorporation of the erotic (16).
Whitman's first gesture in "When Lilacs Last in the

Dooryard Bloom'd" is to establish a connection
between his grief and nature. Springtime represents renewal
in the pastoral tradition, and the lilacs are blooming as
Whitman mourns Lincoln's death. The lilacs are perennials,
which implies that every spring Whitman's sorrow will be
revived with nature's rebirth:
I mourn'd, and yet shall mourn with ever-returning
spring.
Ever returning spring, trinity sure to me you bring,
Lilac blooming perennial and drooping star in the
west,
And thought of him I love.
As Sacks notes, mourning becomes a seasonal event
for Whitman, associated with spring (24). This first section
is the prelude to Whitman's process of mourning. In section
two, Whitman succumbs to despair and his sorrow becomes
passionate. Whitman not only weeps, his primordial cry
evokes language's insufficiency in capturing his crisis. This
is the darkest part of Whitman's elegy and the first stage of
his mourning process. The western star is falling, the night
is black, and Whitman cries that his soul is trapped by a cloud
that renders him powerless. Stephen John Mack proposes
that Whitman physically loses his vision because he feels
estranged from his social identity with Lincoln's death (125).
His overwhelming sense of self-loss prevents him from singing, his usual source of healing (Aspiz, 5). For Whitman,
Lincoln represented America's national identity and his death
signifies permanent American disunity.
Whitman's yearning for a unified America shapes the expression of his grief. Anne Carson argues that loss is a necessary part of desire and involves a three part triangle: lover,
beloved, and that which comes between (16). Here, Whitman
is the lover, unified America is the beloved, and the death of
Lincoln comes between them. Shortly, I will return to the
significance of this triangle and how it enables Whitman to
eventually overcome his grief.
Before Whitman follows the procession of Lincoln's
coffin, he hears the hermit thrush singing alone in the swamp.
This is a critical moment in Whitman's mourning process.
He recognizes that the thrush is expressing his grief through
song, which Whitman has been unable to do. He also realizes that singing is a physically painful but essential form of
emotional release for the thrush: "Song of the bleeding throat,
/ Death's outlet song of life, (for well dear brother I know, /
If thou wast not granted to sing thou would'st surely die".
Here in section four, Whitman realizes that he must sing and
accept loss in order to heal. This realization leads into the
second part of Whitman's mourning process: the struggle
between his memory of Lincoln and healing.
According to Shaw, the mourner's ability to heal
must be threatened or delayed in order to study how he works

through his grief (51). This tension exists in sections four through fourteen as Whitman moves back and forth
between watching Lincoln's coffin and listening to the
thrush's song. Whitman's hesitation to join the thrush comprises the second part of his mourning process. As Sacks
notes, a voice separate from the mourner's is often essential
to the grieving process because it urges the elegist to accept
his loss and redirect his affection (36). In one of his manuscripts, Whitman described the thrush as "the bird of the solemn woods & of nature pure and holy" (qtd. in Aspiz, 200).
During his second stage of mourning, it is important to pay attention to Whitman's physical movement and
psychological changes. Whitman first follows the procession of Lincoln's coffin, but this physical journey does not
provide him with any source of consolation. The coffin travels through the countryside, where spring flowers, grass, and
apple trees are thriving: "Amid the grass in the fields each
side of the lanes, passing the endless grass, / Passing the
yellow-spear'd wheat, every grain from its shroud in the dark
brown fields uprisen". Whitman surrounds Lincoln's coffin
with signs of rebirth, as in pastoral elegies, but Aspiz argues
that spring's renewal is tainted (196). The violets are "spotting from the gray debris" which Aspiz associates with
Whitman's later reference to the debris of dead soldiers' bodies. On the other hand, the violets growing from ashes also
represent how something beautiful can be born from death.
This is connected with Wordsworth's and Coleridge's argument that loss is part of the natural cycle of rebirth, and evidence of the perfect balance in nature (Mills-Court 160). This
concept is important to Whitman because he believes that
democracy should mirror nature's perfection.
In his journey through the city, Whitman does not
find consolation in how the citizens come together to grieve.
Whitman remains uncharacteristically silent; he does not even
join the dirges of the mourners in the streets. Furthermore,
the days and nights are darkened by clouds, and the only
light he describes comes from torches and the windows of
"dim lit churches". According to Lambert, this physical darkness, characteristic of post-Renaissance elegies, allows the
mourner to explore the complexities and ambiguities of grief
(188-189). In the pastoral elegy, on the other hand, the
mourner grieves during the daytime when light offers insight and simplification (187). In Whitman's elegy, the city's
darkness reflects that his mourning process is difficult, even
confusing. Although Whitman fails to overcome his grief in
the country or city, he does not turn to the thrush again for
another three sections. The delay reflects his unwillingness
to let go of his memories of Lincoln.
Whitman's hesitation is reflected in sections
seven and eight, when he tries to alleviate the pain of loss
by covering coffins with armfuls of flowers. They serve
only as a temporary distraction. He gains a greater sense of
urgency to join the thrush after he recalls his vision of the
western star passing from the night. He tells the
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thrush: "I hear your notes, I hear your call / But a
moment I linger, for the lustrous star has detain'd me, the
star my departing comrade holds and detains me". This is
the climax of Whitman's elegy, the great moment of tension
that Shaw believes is necessary before the mourner transforms into the elegist. Whitman must choose between holding onto his memories and grief for Lincoln or dedicating
his affection towards a greater purpose. His attachment to
the temporal, his memories of Lincoln, prevents him from
going immediately to the swamp.
According to Sacks, questioning in an elegy is one
critical way for the mourner to release his grief and redirect
his attention from the deceased to the greater world (22). In
section ten, Whitman cries, "Oh how shall I warble myself
for the dead one there I loved?". His following questions,
how should he perfume Lincoln's grave and decorate the
chamber walls, reflect his emotional progression from his
earlier state of grieving. Whitman has not yet accepted
Lincoln's death, but he is no longer in complete despair. He
also realizes that all other parts of the world are moving forward in spring: the trees are filled with budding leaves and
workmen are returning home. But Whitman still clings to
his grief, though he recognizes the potential healing powers
of the thrush's song. He cries: "O liquid and free and tender!
/ O wild and loose to my soul - O wondrous singer! You
only I hear - yet the star holds me, (but will soon depart,) /
Yet the lilac with mastering odor holds me".
Whitman is unable to pass from grief to the beginning stages of healing until he dies, the third stage in his
process of mourning. Whitman's death is an essential stage
because it physically removes him from the lilacs and the
western star. In the swamp, he is able to psychologically
detach himself from Lincoln's death. Aspiz describes the
swamp as a place of metamorphosis where decay stimulates
rebirth (201). Here, surrounded by physical signs of life and
death, Whitman is finally able to hear the words of the
thrush's carol.
The thrush's song celebrates death, describing it as
a welcome and soothing presence. Aspiz argues that the
thrush invites physical intimacy with death when he sings:
"And the soul turning to thee O vast and well-veil'd death, /
And the body gratefully nestling close to thee" (201-202).
This physical contact diminishes the fear of death, and also
re-establishes unity between the body and the soul which
was disrupted during Whitman's despair. The thrush's song
is significant for another reason. In accordance with Sack's
theory of the elegy's second voice, the thrush helps Whitman
the mourner adjust to a new conception of his desires and
his self (36). This leads to the fourth stage of Whitman's
process of mourning: revelation.
Whitman's visions of the battlefield enable him to
transcend his grief. His overwhelming sense of loss from
Lincoln's death is surmounted by a stronger desire for
America's unification. In relation to Carson's triangle,
Whitman overcomes Lincoln's death, "that which comes
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between", to aspire to new American unity, his beloved.
Whitman realizes that the dead no longer suffer;
only those who survive suffer the pain of loss: "They themselves were fully at rest, they suffer'd not, / The living
remain'd and suffer'd, the mother suffer'd, / And the wife
and the child and the musing comrade suffer'd." Whitman
recognizes the common suffering of all survivors as his way
to reunify America. In other words, Whitman makes death
part of democracy. Mack argues that Whitman transcends
his private grief by making it a public concern, a reflection
of how mourning embodies the democratic and political function of memorializing Lincoln and the dead soldiers (116118).
Staten argues that falling in love and knowing the
self in a new way makes humans feel alive (70). In fact, he
describes this process quite appropriately for Whitman: a
feeling of electrification comes with the new sense of self.
Whitman's hope for America's re-unification gives him the
ability to regain his self and join the thrush's song. This is
the last stage in Whitman's process of mourning: rebirth. He
physically lets go of deaths' hands, the darkness of the night
passes, and his memories of Lincoln - represented by the
scent of the lilac - no longer encompass him: "Passing, I
leave thee lilac with heart-shaped leaves, /1 leave thee there
in the door-yard, blooming, returning with the spring". In
this last stage, Whitman the mourner transforms into
Whitman the elegist, capable of looking back upon his memories of Lincoln without being consumed by grief.
Gregory Eiselein argues that Whitman's grieving
process is cyclical, and he defines five stages which are similar to mine: despair, moment of acceptance, reconciliation,
peaceful solace, and a return to painful memories (Mack,
130). But Eiselein's theory requires some clarification. When
Whitman reaches his moment of revelation in the swamp,
he moves permanently beyond dehabilitating grief. This does
not mean that Whitman's grief disappears. In the last two
lines of the elegy, Whitman clearly expresses that the thrush's
song, the lilac, and the western star will always be a part of
his soul. Rather, his vision of a new American democracy
allow him to be reborn. His memories no longer evoke the
same despair he felt as a mourner. His new self, the elegist,
combines memories of loss with revelation of the promise
of America's rebirth. As Aspiz states, Whitman's elegy is
not about being "bowed down, and weeping hopeless tears,
but of singing a commemorative hymn in which the voices
of Nature join" (190).
According to W. David Shaw, an elegy is capable
of becoming a lament that expresses grief over the loss of a
world instead of the loss of only one person (158). This is
true of Whitman's elegy. His sorrow about Lincoln's death
represents his greater devastation concerning the divided
country. Dickinson's poems about death, on the other hand,
are narrower in scope and focus on the self. And most importantly, Dickinson lacks an erotic beloved that inspires
rebirth and transcendence from the temporal world. Death

does not represent the end of consciousness for
Dickinson, but she refuses to accept Christianity's concept
of the eternal. She journeys "toward Eternity," but never actually reaches it. Dickinson's critical difference from
Whitman's process of mourning is that her desire remains
stationed in the temporal world. When she dies, she is never
reborn. Her process of mourning involves four primary
stages: death, heightened sensory awareness, shock, and silence.
In number 344 ("'Twas just this time last year I died"),
Dickinson describes her coffin's procession across the thriving fields of autumn - a physical journey that is similar to
Lincoln's in "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd."
espite this physical similarity, Dickinson's persona does
not experience a psychological transformation like Whitman.
In part, this is because death is the first stage of Dickinson's
mourning process; in fact, a year has passed since she died.
Unlike Whitman, she does not despair. Her tone is calm and
subdued as she relates her journey. I will return to her absence of passionate grieving shortly. First, it is important to
note how death does not signify an end to sensory awareness
for Dickinson. This is true of a number of her death poems.
For example, in number 448 ("I died for Beauty -")
Dickinson's persona lies in her tomb and talks with a corpse
in a nearby room. Even in death, part of Dickinson's conscience stays peculiarly alive. William Pratt argues that
(Dickinson "pursue[s] the physical experience of death to its
[uttermost limit, beyond human consciousness..."(57).
ickinson refuses to accept death as the end of existence;
likewise, she refuses to grieve.
In number 344, Dickinson's heightened sensory awareness is the second stage of her mourning process. In her coffin, she hears the rustling of the corn and envisions the harvest:
I thought just how Red - Apples wedged
The Stubble's joints between And Carts went stopping round the fields
To take the Pumpkins in -

wanted to get out, / But something held my will". These
lines do not evoke the same type of tension between memory
and healing that Whitman experiences in "The Lilac Elegy."
Unlike Whitman, Dickinson's persona does not seek healing from death; her desire is simply to be in physical control
of her body again. But something prevents this, and Dickinson
does not re-enter the temporal world. In the fourth and fifth
stanzas, Dickinson contests Whitman's revelation in "The
Lilac Elegy," the absence of pain in death. Here, Dickinson's
persona is not "fully at rest" like the dead soldiers in
Whitman's elegy. She worries that her family does not mourn
her death and writes:
And would it blur the Christmas glee
My stocking hang too high
For any Santa Glaus to reach
The altitude of me -

Dickinson places her stocking out of reach to denote a
boundary between her dead persona and her family. This
brings Dickinson to Berkeley's axiom of knowing, esse est
percipi, which states that the dead only continue to exist when
mourners are present (Shaw, 82). The fear of being forgotten
by her family brings Dickinson's persona to the edge of despair: "But this sort, grieved myself, / And so, I thought the
other way". Dickinson's persona immediately diverts her
grief and refuses to mourn. Again, there is some similarity
here with the modern elegy. Jahan Ramazani states that the
modern elegist does not search for consolation or healing;
rather, he wants to "re-open the wounds of loss"(xi). Although
Dickinson does not revel in expressions of despair, her poems reflect contentment to remain dead.
In number 344, Dickinson's persona does not enter a
prolonged state of shock, which is typically the third stage
of her mourning process. She abruptly ends the poem with a
dash, invoking her own silence and the fourth stage in her
grieving process. Shaw argues that the dash in Dickinson's
poems is a barrier that is impossible to cross, like death (122).
Dickinson's grief remains private; she does not even include
it in her writing. This is in stark contrast with how Whitman
Dickinson's places her persona's death during autumn, weeps and makes his grief public through song.
Anderson claims that Dickinson pays careful attention
not in springtime like Whitman's elegy. Harvest celebrates
earth's natural abundance, but also foreshadows the death to the intensity of pain, its duration, and how it influences
and decay of nature during winter. As Charles R. Anderson change (19). He argues that Dickinson's poems reflect how
argues, Dickinson rejects the Romantic notion that nature is time is distorted by pain, and quotes one of Dickinson's letsource of healing (15). Instead, she uses the ending of au- ters: "to all except anguish, the mind soon adjusts." Accordumn to represent death. Sacks also claims that a person ing to Anderson, pain makes time meaningless; it has no past,
jrieves over the changing of a season because he is mourn- future, or eternity. Number 372 exemplifies how Dickinson's
ng a permanent loss of self (20). With the death of pain is followed by paralyzed shock, the third stage in her
Dickinson's persona placed in this context, Dickinson sug- mourning process:
After great pain, a formal feeling comes gests that the promise of natural regeneration cannot redeem
The Nerves sit ceremonious like Tombs luman loss. Her rejection of the pastoral as a place of healThe stiff Heart questions 'was it He, that bore,'
ng foreshadows modern elegists' refusal to accept the conAnd 'Yesterday, or Centuries before?
icction between human loss and natural regeneration.
Dickinson describes the nerves, heart, and feet as
After Dickinson imagines the yellow color of the corn,
he expresses the wish to get out of her coffin: "And then, I autonomous entities and Anderson notes the absence of a
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unified persona (19). Their capitalization also implies distinction from each other. The nerves no longer send any sensory awareness; they are still, like rocks. The heart, representative of desire, is equally paralyzed and cannot even remember how long ago the pain began. Whitman never experiences such intangible passing of time in "The Lilac Elegy." Rather, he is in almost constant motion, passing from
renewal to despair, and gaining a new perception of his self
and America. In contrast, Dickinson's persona loses a sense
of unity between her body and soul in death. By the second
stanza, she has no conscious control of her body's physical
movement: "The Feet, mechanical, go round - / A Wooden
way".
Dickinson writes in a prose piece, "Anguish has but
so many throes - then Unconsciousness seals it" (qtd. in
Anderson, 23). This reflects how Dickinson fossilizes when
she reaches the point of despair. In line ten, she writes: "This
is the hour of Lead -", evoking a sense of permanence and
oppressiveness. As Anderson notes, Dickinson's feeling after pain is actually the absence of awareness: "no feeling at
all, only numb rigidness existing out of time and space" (26).
Dickinson continues to evoke this dulled sense by comparing death to freezing. She emphasizes the slow passage of
time by separating the heightened sense of cold, numbness,
and death with dashes: "As Freezing persons, recollect the
Snow - / First - Chill - then Stupor - then letting go -." As
in number 344, Dickinson implies that death is not the end.
The final dash leaves Dickinson's persona suspended between
death and eternity.
Unlike Whitman's, Dickinson's poetry suggests that
true healing is not possible. In number 550, ("I measure every Grief I meet") Dickinson implies that people can only
pretend to be healed: "At length, renew their smile — /An
imitation of a Light / that has so little Oil -". She never overcomes pain. Instead, Dickinson's grief becomes so overwhelming that she physically stops moving and is silent.
According to Marsilio Ficino, "hidden and continual grief
is at the center of a person's life because he becomes attached to the temporal (qtd. in Staten, 2). But unlike Whitman,
Dickinson never identifies the loss of a temporal beloved as
the source of her pain. She does not have an erotic beloved
as Whitman does; her greatest worldly attachment is her
poetry. In fact, her desire to write does not fit within Anne
Carson's triangle of "lover, beloved, and that which comes
between."According to Carson, falling in love inspires the
lover to perceive the world and the self in a new way (153).
For Whitman, Lincoln's death inspires a new vision of American democracy and vocation: he will unify America through
song and the common experience of death. Without a beloved, Dickinson's persona never transforms or aspires to an
idealized world.
In "When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd,"
Whitman's erotic desire for American American democratic
unity allows him to complete his process of mourning in
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